
SAPPHIRE SYSTEMS

Established in 1993, Sapphire has experienced continuous growth and 

are global providers of some of the world’s leading software solutions.

Project Overview

JAC’s Project Management team were appointed to act on behalf of 
the Sapphire Systems team and to oversee all aspects of the office 
transformation. The Project Management team worked closely with 
the appointed contractors, overseeing the construction process.

Sapphire System’s space within this vertical city boasts two winter 
gardens and impressive floor-to-ceiling inner glass facades with 
windows that can be opened via independent control systems 
that are designed to give tenants increased contact with the 

outside world while also offering natural ventilation.

About the Building

The iconic skyscraper is comprised of 72 floors; 26 of them  
dedicated to world class office spaces with views to match. 
Being centrally located in the London Bridge Quarter, The 
Shard offer tenants an array of transport options as well as an 
assortment of coffee shops, markets and restaurants.

JAC Group are a multi-disciplinary practice that provide a 
breadth of creative, independent and transparent  
consultancy services that allow clients total flexibility and best 
practice solutions in the planning and execution of their real 
estate requirements.

Size:

Sector: 

Location:

Scope of Works: 

15,000 sq ft
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“Sapphire System’s relocation to The Shard 
allowed JAC to work not only with a great 
building but also with a great client.

Working hand in hand with the appointed 
architects – IA Architects, and in conjunction with 
mechanical and electrical consultants ESP, the 
project was not without its challenges. The result 
is simply stunning and we are extremely pleased 
to have assisted Sapphire with their relocation.“

Zoe Smeeth, 
Project Director 
JAC Group
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